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Australia and Britain
1980

this title available in ebook format click here for more information visit our ebookstore at ebookstore tandf co uk

Australia and Britain
2005-08-12

australia s empire is the first collaborative evaluation of australia s imperial experience in more than a generation bringing together poltical cultural and aboriginal understandings of the
past it argues that the legacies of empire continue to influence the fabric of modern australian society

Britain and Australia
1962

britain australia and the bomb tells the story of the unique partnership between the two countries to develop nuclear weapons in the 1940s and 1950s this new edition includes fresh
evidence about the weapons under development the effects of the tests on participants and the recent clean up of the testing range

Australia's Empire
2008-02-07

as the debate about an australian republic becomes more heated this first detailed study examines the relationship of the australian colonies with britain and the empire in the late
nineteenth century and looks at the beginnings of australian nationalism

Britain, Australia and the Bomb
2006-09-29

an interpretation of the demise of the traditional ties between australia and great britain during the 1960s until a generation ago britishness lay at the heart of australian political culture
this text gives a viewpoint of how the idea of britishness lost its meaning for australians and their political institutions argues that the transformation was due not to the traditional view
of australia s growing nationalism but rather to britain s move away from empire towards the european economic community includes notes bibliography and index author is a lecturer
in history at the menzies centre for australian studies king s college london and at the university of southern denmark he previously wrote courting the common market and british
culture at the end of empire

British Imperialism and Australian Nationalism
1994
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in 1788 britain founded a tiny new colony half a world away for the next two centuries millions of young men and women from all over the british isles but mostly from england settled in
australia they brought with them the best traditions of the mother country believing that their manifest destiny was to create a new and better britannia yet for the last forty years the
cultural fire that these young pioneers carried with them from the british isles hearth has been assailed from all sides whether anglo australia eventually survives or succumbs its fate
may well be a microcosm of what awaits the rest of the british diaspora

Australia and the British Embrace
2001

towards the end of the nineteenth century the british empire was confronted by two great chinese questions the first of these questions often known as the far eastern question related
specifically to the maintenance of british interests on the china coast and the broader implications for british foreign policy in east asia while safeguarding british interests in the far east
presented british policymakers with a range of significant challenges as they wrestled with this first chinese question another question kept knocking at the door since the eighteenth
century when plans for the establishment of a british colony at new south wales had begun to materialize australia s potential relations with china had attracted considerable interest
during the first sixty years of european settlement china retained a prominent place in both metropolitan and colonial schemes for the development of british australia from the 1850s
however when large numbers of cantonese miners travelled to the pacific gold rushes these earlier visions began to appear hopelessly naive by the late 1880s the coming of the chinese
to australia and the reaction to their arrival had developed into one of the most difficult issues within british imperial affairs this book sets out to tell that story reaching back to the
arrival of the british in the 1780s it explores the early history of australian engagement with china and traces the development of colonial australia into an important point of contact
between the british and chinese empires

New Britannia
2012-12-29

an account of british decolonization and its aftermath it discusses its implications for australian policies in the key areas of defence in southeast asia the politics of the commonwealth
the european union australia s own colonial policy and the bilateral relationship with britain itself

Britain, China, and Colonial Australia
2016

annotation much is known about british migration to australia and something is known of british communities in australia but knowledge particularly quantitative of the reverse process
is very sketchy the phenomenon has been acknowledged but little explored there are a number of important studies of significant australians in the uk and there has been recent
research on the current australian diaspora but there is no study of the overall australian presence its constituents or its characteristics developments in this field of research offer an
important window on how australians related to the british world historically and on the dynamism of the contemporary relationship australians in britain is an edited collection of papers
of international research on the character and experience of overseas australians and australian communities in britain since c 1901 it offers a comprehensive overview of current
scholarship in this exciting new and developing field of inquiry this book has a contemporary focus drawing on both recent and historical experiences with a view to understanding
continuing trends such as the consistent preponderance of women and the recent surge in young professionals and issues such as expatriatism imperialism globalisation national
identity and overseas citizenship this book will appeal to scholars of australian studies within australia and britain especially history demography literary and cultural studies and tourism
the topics of this book range from australians in britain especially london including artists literary intellectuals students women tourists and travellers servicemen nurses teachers and
journalists global professionals the changing community demographic trends migration links between the two countries australian newspapers in london and australia in the british world
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Losing the Blanket
2002

australia s policy towards britain s end of empire in southeast asia influenced the course of this decolonization in the region in this book andrea benvenuti discusses the development of
australia s foreign and defence policies towards malaya and singapore in light of the redefinition of britain s imperial role in southeast asia and the formation of new post colonial states
placed within the emerging literature on the global impact of the cold war the book sheds new light on the choices made by australia by britain and the new emerging states in these
crucial years

Australians in Britain
2009

much is known about british migration to australia and something is known of british communities in australia but knowledge particularly quantitative of the reverse process is very
sketchy the phenomenon has been acknowledged but little explored there are a number of important studies of significant australians in the uk and there has been recent research on
the current australian diaspora but there is no study of the overall australian presence its constituents or its characteristics developments in this field of research offer an important
window on how australians related to the british world historically and on the dynamism of the contemporary relationship australians in britain is an edited collection of papers of
international research on the character and experience of overseas australians and australian communities in britain since c 1901 it offers a comprehensive overview of current
scholarship in this exciting new and developing field of inquiry this book has a contemporary focus drawing on both recent and historical experiences with a view to understanding
continuing trends such as the consistent preponderance of women and the recent surge in young professionals and issues such as expatriatism imperialism globalisation national
identity and overseas citizenship this book will appeal to scholars of australian studies within australia and britain especially history demography literary and cultural studies and tourism
the topics of this book range from australians in britain especially london including artists literary intellectuals students women tourists and travellers servicemen nurses teachers and
journalists global professionals the changing community demographic trends migration links between the two countries australian newspapers in london and australia in the british world

Freedom and Independence for the Golden Lands of Australia
1857

commonwealth curry and cricket has become the belaboured phrase by which australia seeks to emphasise its shared colonial heritage with india and improve bilateral relations in the
process yet it is misleading because the legacy of empire differs in profound ways in both countries british india white australia explores connections between australia and india through
the lens of the british empire by tracing the lives of people of indian descent in australia from australian federation to indian independence the white australia policy was firmly in place
while both countries were part of the british empire australia was nominally self governing but still attached very strongly to britain india was driven by the desire for independence the
racist immigration policies of dominions like australia and britain s inability to reform them further animated nationalist sentiments in india in this original landmark work kama maclean
calls for more meaningful dialogue about and acknowledgment of the constraints placed upon indians in australia and those attempting to immigrate indians are now the fastest growing
group of migrants in australia yet their presence has a long history as told in this book an inspiring and necessary revelation offering new definitions of what it means to be australian
and humane in our post colonial globalised world sunil badami at last a history of the triangular relations between the united kingdom india and australia as this brilliant book shows only
by escaping empire can australians and indians forge independent relations based on reciprocity and mutual respect professor marilyn lake original and pioneering this connected
history looks at indian australian relations through empire race and postcolonial belonging told with deep scholarship irony and style professor dilip menon australians know little about
their shared history with india in this groundbreaking book kama maclean australia s leading scholar of south asia fills the gap professor lyndall ryan
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Cold War and Decolonisation
2017-05-12

each year nearly 30 000 britons emigrate to australia under the assisted passage scheme in return for near free transport they are required only to stay a minimum two years in
australia are these persons the ne er do wells of british society the unskilled misfits who have not been able to succeed in britain do they base their decisions to emigrate on reliable
information and study economic opportunities in other overseas countries before choosing australia to what extent do relatives and friends in australia and the fact that it is a british
country influence their decisions why do they leave their homeland inequality of opportunity a hostile class structure the climate what do they know about the country many of them will
never leave and what do they hope to achieve by going there in 1959 dr appleyard and a team of interviewers set out to find the answers to these questions with nine hundred british
families and single persons just before they sailed for australia this book contains the results of the interviews set in the background of post war emigration to australia demographic and
economic conditions in each country governrment policies which have been formulated to meet these conditions and actual differences in wage social services and the ownership of
houses and consumer durables between the united kingdom and australia book jacket

Australians in Britain
2009

an elegant book which had its genesis in a british council national library exhibition showing the long tradition of british writers visiting and writing about australia and vice versa

British India, White Australia
2020-03-01

traditional postcolonial scholarship on art and imperialism emphasises tensions between colonising cores and subjugated peripheries the ties between london and british white settler
colonies have been comparatively neglected artworks not only reveal the controlling intentions of imperialist artists in their creation but also the uses to which they were put by others
in their afterlives in many cases they were used to fuel contests over cultural identity which expose a mixture of rifts and consensuses within the british ranks which were frequently
assumed to be homogeneous british art for australia 1860 1953 the acquisition of artworks from the united kingdom by australian national galleries represents the first systematic and
comparative study of collecting british art in australia between 1860 and 1953 using the archives of the australian national galleries and other key australian and uk institutions multiple
audiences in the disciplines of art history cultural history and museology are addressed by analysing how australians used british art to carve a distinct identity which artworks were
desirable economically attainable and why and how the acquisition of british art fits into a broader cultural context of the british world it considers the often competing roles of the
british old masters e g romney and constable victorian e g madox brown and millais and modern artists e g nash and spencer alongside political and economic factors including the
developing global art market imperial commerce australian federation the first world war and the coming of age of the commonwealth

Freedom and Independence for the Golden Lands of Australia
1852

takes an innovative look at the development of australian identity by examining experiences outside australia the book draws on unpublished diaries and letters by australians visiting
britain to explore how colonial australians developed a sense of australian ness while maintaining the cultural identities and values of the old country
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British Emigration to Australia
1964

includes pictures includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading it is quite time that our children were taught a little more about their country for shame s sake henry
lawson australian poet a land of almost 3 million square miles has lain since time immemorial on the southern flank of the planet so isolated that it remained almost entirely outside of
european knowledge until 1770 from there however the subjugation of australia would take place rapidly within 20 years of the first british settlements being established the british
presence in terra australis was secure and no other major power was likely to mount a challenge in 1815 napoleon would be defeated at waterloo and soon afterwards would be standing
on the barren cliffs of saint helena staring across the limitless atlantic the french without a fleet were out of the picture the germans were yet to establish a unified state let alone an
overseas empire of any significance and the dutch were no longer counted among the top tier of european powers australia lay at an enormous distance from london and its
administration was barely supervised thus its development was slow in the beginning and its function remained narrowly defined but as the 19th century progressed and peace took
hold over europe things began to change immigration was steady and the small spores of european habitation on the continent steadily grew at the same time the royal navy found
itself with enormous resources of men and ships at a time when there was no war to fight british sailors were thus employed for survey and exploration work and the great expanses of
australia attracted particular interest it was an exciting time and an exciting age the world was slowly coming under european sway and britain was rapidly emerging as its leader that
said the 19th century certainly wasn t exciting for the people who already lived in australia the history of the indigenous inhabitants of australia known in contemporary anthropology as
the aboriginal and torres strait islander people of australia is a complex and continually evolving field of study and it has been colored by politics for generations after the arrival of
whites in australia the aboriginal people were disregarded and marginalized largely because they offered little in the way of a labor resource and they occupied land required for
european settlement at the same time it is a misconception that indigenous australians meekly accepted the invasion of their country by the british for they did not they certainly
resisted but as far as colonial wars during that era went the frontier conflicts of australia did not warrant a great deal of attention indigenous australians were hardly a warlike people
and without central organization or political cohesion beyond scattered family groups they succumbed to the orchestrated advance of white settlement with passionate but futile
resistance in many instances aggressive clashes between the two groups simply gave the white colonists reasonable cause to inflict a style of genocide on the aborigines that stood in
the way of progress in any case their fate had largely been sealed by the first european sneeze in the terra australis which preceded the importation of the two signature mediums of
social destruction the first was a collection of alien diseases chief among smallpox but also cholera influenza measles tuberculosis syphilis and the common cold the second was alcohol
smallpox alone killed more than 50 of the aboriginal population and once the fabric of indigenous society had crumbled alcohol provided emotional relief but relegated huge numbers of
aborigines to the margins of a robust and emerging colonial society

Australia in Commonwlth
1978-05-25

this book relates the development of anglo australian new zealand relations during and immediately after the second world war to the role of the united states in the south west pacific
based on the results of comprehensive multi archival research the book highlights the extent of american commonwealth rivalry in the region and following the crisis of late 1941 and
early 1942 demonstrates how the reforging of imperial links was shaped by the expansion of american power in pacific areas south of the equator it provides an important and timely
reassessment of the economic political and strategic factors that led britain australia and new zealand to conclude that the postwar affairs of the south west pacific should be dominated
by the british empire

Literary Links
1997

describes relations with aborigines from first contact with the expedition of phillip through to later contact and relations in bathurst region from 1824 based on unacknowledged
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secondary sources includes 19th century european style representations of aboriginal art apparently executed on the basis of descriptions contained in dispatches and letters

Australia, Britain and the EEC, 1961 to 1963
1966

this title available in ebook format click here for more information visit our ebookstore at ebookstore tandf co uk

Britain and the Dominions
1951

this book brings together recent and original work to illuminate comparisons and contrasts between two former colonies of the british empire the contributors include some of the top
names in history and political science in canada and australia they cover the entire twentieth century and examine different aspects of canadian australian relations including trade civil
aviation and military constitutional imperial and diplomatic relations the comparisons include aboriginal rights nation building middle powers and attitudes toward the empire this timely
volume is well situated in the field of comparative studies a new and growing area it will be of interest to students and scholars of foreign affairs the british commonwealth and its
dismantling constitutional history and international relations

British Art for Australia, 1860-1953
2018-12-21

a few brief mentions of aborigines as cannibals

The Image of Australia
1974

for two years monica connell lived as a paying guest of kalchu and chola in the nepalese himalayan village of talphi ten days walk from the nearest road this book poetically captures the
immediacy of connell s experience and her empathy and sense of wonder at the dramas of village life a boar hunt in winter the wedding of a young neighbour and the magic of the full
moon festival when the gods descend to dance amongst the villagers

Through Australian Eyes
2000

this edited collection aims to respond to dominant perspectives on twenty first century war by exploring how the events of 9 11 and the subsequent wars on terror are represented and
remembered outside of the us framework existing critical coverage ignores the meaning of these events for people nations and cultures apparently peripheral to them but which have as
shown in this collection been extraordinarily affected by the social political and cultural changes these wars have wrought adopting a literary and cultural history approach the book asks
how these events resonate and continue to show effects in the rest of the world with a particular focus on australia and britain it argues that such reflections on the impact of the wars
on terror help us to understand what global conflict means in a contemporary context as well as what its representative motifs might tell us about how nations like australia and britain
perceive and construct their remembered identities on the world stage in the twenty first century in its close examination of films novels memoir visual artworks media and minority
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communities in the years since 2001 this collection looks at the global impacts of these events and the ways they have shaped and continue to shape britain and australia s relation to
the rest of the world

The British Subjugation of Australia
2018-06-12

the british way to recovery was first published in 1934 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once again accessible and are published
unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions an answer to president roosevelt s question did england let nature take its course this book is rich in parallels between
problems faced very early in the british nations and those that arose somewhat later in the united states six of the eight chapters deal with england her search for solutions and the
outcome of her experiments providing an illuminating background for similar american policies a chapter apiece is given to australia first in and first out of the depression and to canada
whose geographical and political nearness makes her recovery program of particular interest to the united states professor heaton enjoys the distinction of having lived and worked in
each of the countries of which he writes he was born a yorkshireman was educated at the universities of leeds and birmingham and taught economics at birmingham in australia he
lectured on economics and history at the universities of tasmania and adelaide then he went to queen s university canada from which he came to the university of minnesota

British Imperial Preference in Relation to Australia
1934

Britain, Australia, New Zealand and the Challenge of the United States, 1939–46
2002-12-13

The Coming of the British to Australia, 1788 to 1829
1906

Australia and Britain
1980

Britain
1978
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Parties Long Estranged
2003

The Founding of Australia
1978

Australia's Few and the Battle of Britain
2014

Trade with Australia
1907

Memory and the Wars on Terror
2017-11-08

Australia and New Zealand
1873

The British Way to Recovery
1934

The Cambridge History of the British Empire
1933
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Trade of Australia
1917

An Australian's Britain and Ireland
1988
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